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Image Inc is a lightweight application that allows you to create impressive composite images by blending two pictures and
adding a transparency mask or color gradient. Simple blending The software’s purpose is to offer you a simple tool for
image blending so you need not load complex photo composing programs. You can load the Base image, the Overlay
photo and a mask that contains a certain degree of transparency. Basically, you can use these instruments to easily place
a selected object on a different background. Mask or gradient The transparency mask acts as a crop image tool, meaning
that the transparent pixels in the mask coincide with the pixels from the overlay picture that appear in the merged image
on top of the base. The gradient works similarly, creating the smooth transition from one photo to another. You can use the
mask templates built in the program or you can load custom images with the above mentioned property. Altering colors
You can choose not to load a mask or gradient, but instead obtain an artistic result by blending the overlay image in a
color altering mode. For instance, the 'Lighten' mode shows only those areas from the overlay image that are lighter than
the base photo. Similarly, the Screen mode creates a smooth combination between the base image and the highlighted
areas from the second picture. 'Darken', 'Multiply' or 'Color Burn' create the opposite effect, enhancing the contrast,
creating shadows and adding drama to your image. Photo editing You can perform minor photo edits to each of the three
pictures that you work with. Rotate, flip vertically or horizontally and stretch tamper with the canvas, while 'Convert' to
greyscale and 'Invert Image' affect the colors. Image Inc supports JPG, BMP, TIF and PNG input files and allows you to save
the merged image as JPEG format. Home Theater Software Roundup 2016 Buying a projector? Check out the best projector
deals and reviews - Subscribe for more tech deals - 10 BestProjector Deals of 2016 - 8 Best Cheap All-In-One Projector
2018 - 6 Best Cheap Compact Projector 2018 - 7 Best Cheap Micro Projector 2018 -
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Add depth, graphic art, great taste, and color to your images. Blend multiple photos and add art and backgrounds of your
own. It’s simple - and fun! Incorporate images to enhance your documents and add artistic flair. Make your photos look
great with the complete range of styles, effects, backgrounds, frames, and more. Use this application's amazing tools to
add artistic and visual touch to your photos. Image Stylizer is a powerful image manipulation and editing application. It
offers most popular image effects and transformations like Brightness, Contrast, Color, Saturation and Watermarks. It does
also allow you to adjust Color Histogram, Black & White, Soft Light, Noise and even Repair broken images. Image Stylizer
Description: See your images with new eyes. Enhance any photo from within to make it look new and vibrant. Give your
images the look they never had before. Pro Photo Tools's Image Stylizer is the easy and powerful image enhancement
software. Features: 1. New Design: The interface of Image Stylizer has been renovated to make it more pleasant and
easier to use. 2. New Features: More features to make you as the artist. 3. More Effects: A new set of powerful image
effects and manipulations like Brightness, Contrast, Color, Saturation, Watermarks and more. 4. Easier to Control: A More
intuitive user interface so you can easily control each effect to get your desired result. 5. More Customizing: Advanced
settings that give you control over every aspect of the application. It lets you customize a special image to achieve the
desired look and feel. 6. Major Improvements: Major stability and performance improvements. 7. If you love the photo,
photo editor, image editor, photo manipulation software, image adjusting software, digital image adjustment, photo
enhancing software, photo manipulator, photo editor, photo editor, and photo editor, then it’s your lucky day to get Image
Stylizer for free. License: The application is 100% free to use. If you enjoy using the app, or have found it to be useful for
your work, please consider making a donation to help us maintain the app and make it even better. Thank you. Eps Color
Adjust offers you a wide range of image adjustments: grain reduction, equalization, and multiple color balancing. It is a
color correction software for photos. Adjust the color temperature of the image, then shift each b7e8fdf5c8
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Image Inc

PhotoInc is a small but highly functional photo editing application for Windows. It comes with a good set of basic Photo-
editing tools, allowing you to easily create, enhance and manipulate many of your photos. PhotoInc allows you to: * apply
various color transforms to your image; * perform some simple photo-editing functions like resize, crop and flip; * add text,
shapes, arrows, freehand drawing and more; * create your own transparency masks with built-in templates; * create, edit
and save favorite templates; * quickly fill in multiple areas with color with one or more color layers; * merge multiple
images (with transparent masks) with some image editing tools; * add artistic effects to your images like adding shadows,
burning, lightening and more; * manipulate images into new creations with various feature-oriented effects like 'Brighten,
Darken, Lighten, Multiply, Screen, Screen-color Adjust, Camera, Zoom, Color Mask, Mix, Gradient, Interpolate, Invert
Image, Burn, Dither, Enhance, Emboss, Texture and Layout'; * select the most appropriate for you template; * create and
load custom masks (with optional transparency) and processes; * use the included 19 masks (with some of them marked
for creativity); * save your process to create/edit/re-save favorite templates; * save your photos in
a.jpg,.jpeg,.bmp,.tiff,.png or other formats; * perform common basic operations such as: Rotate, flip horizontally, flip
vertically, resize, crop, filters, filter, desaturate, desaturate/toning, blur, sharpen, brighten, brighten/contrast, contrast,
sharpen/contrast, saturate, desaturate, grayscale, sepia, grayscale, color-invert, lighten, darken, multiply, screen, screen-
color-adjust, color, interpolate, dither, blur, sketch, sketchy, emboss, sepia, vintage, retro, posterize, distort, overlay,
texture, multiple, stipple, pattern, bias-flow, colorize, multicrop, merge, montage, overlay, colorize, swirl, put together,
divided, complex, perspective, mirror, echo, cutout, dissolve, mosaic, mirror-crop, watermark, sketch, spotlit,

What's New in the Image Inc?

Load the two pictures in the Base and Overlay modes, and choose the final blending mode. - The Mask mode creates a
transparent mask with the overlapping areas of the base image. - The Gradient mode uses a gradient, the mask is an
overlay. - The Color mode lets you select the effect that will be used to blend the images. - The Artistic mode let you
choose from 20 artistic blending effects. - The Stripes mode lets you choose from 10 Gradient Stripes. - The Convert mode
lets you make changes to the image colors and lose the color intensity and saturation. - The Flip Vertical mode lets you flip
the picture vertically. - The Flip Horizontal mode lets you flip the picture horizontally. - The Rotate mode lets you rotate the
image. - The Scale Horizontal mode lets you stretch the picture horizontally. - The Scale Vertical mode lets you stretch the
picture vertically. - The Clear Offset mode lets you move the picture to the left and right of the screen. - The Color Offset
mode lets you move the picture left and right of the screen. - The Import mode lets you import images from the file
system. - The Export mode lets you save the merged picture as JPEG format. Image Inc Full Version Free Download Image
inc for Mac is a lightweight application that allows you to create impressive composite images by blending two pictures
and adding a transparency mask or color gradient. Simple blending The software’s purpose is to offer you a simple tool for
image blending so you need not load complex photo composing programs. You can load the Base image, the Overlay
photo and a mask that contains a certain degree of transparency. Basically, you can use these instruments to easily place
a selected object on a different background. Mask or gradient The transparency mask acts as a crop image tool, meaning
that the transparent pixels in the mask coincide with the pixels from the overlay picture that appear in the merged image
on top of the base. The gradient works similarly, creating the smooth transition from one photo to another. You can use the
mask templates built in the program or you can load custom images with the above mentioned property. Altering colors
You can choose not to load a mask or gradient, but instead obtain an artistic result by blending the overlay image in a
color altering mode. For instance, the 'Lighten' mode shows only those areas from the overlay image that are lighter than
the base photo. Similarly, the Screen mode creates a smooth combination between the base image and
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System Requirements For Image Inc:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3 with the latest DirectX support (November 2008) CPU: Intel Pentium 4 3.2GHz with 1.2GB
RAM Graphics: Intel 845G with 128MB RAM DirectX: Version 9.0c (October 2008) DirectX: Version 9.0c (September 2008)
DirectX: Version 9.0c (August 2008) DirectX: Version 9.0c (July 2008) DirectX: Version 9.0c (June 2008
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